Press Release
Via Web Browser:

Configure your Servers in the Blink of an Eye!
(Stuttgart, 12 Sept) WebCFG can save IT administrators valuable time and reduce error rates
significantly. Users of IT infrastructures can now apply changes to specific system settings
themselves. Both the light edition and the full version of this fantastic new software are
downloadable today at www.webcfg.com.
Here's a common scenario: New employee Smith joins the company on 1 Oct; former
employees Miller and Johnson leave. This means new users, new email accounts, time for the
changes to be processed, etc., time-consuming, tediously routine tasks for the IT administrator,
causing delays in operations while new employees wait for access. Managing these
configuration file changes due simply to everyday operations also leads to countless errors,
eating up both your company's time and productivity.
Relief now comes from Stuttgart! The Java™-based application, WebCFG, developed by
German IT systems house DT Netsolution, enables administrators to change settings on one or
even several servers directly from web browsers. "With our solution, companies will save a
tremendous amount of time and money", reports DT Netsolution's Daniel Schwager, founder
and CEO of the company, who calls his product the "Swiss Army Knife of Configuration Tools".
Background: Very often, office features which provide increased productivity such as spam
filters or automatic absence emails aren't used by staff members well because handling these
features is considered too complex or is only possible by involving the IT department or
helpdesk. With WebCFG, these complications can be resolved with just a few clicks: "Users can
change their out-of-office reply or manage certain email settings with no hassle once the
administrator has provided them a simple, web-based form. WebCFG can do this easily",
Schwager assuredly explains.
Moreover, WebCFG keeps pace with the growing requirements of IT departments. When it
comes to quickly creating graphical user interfaces (GUIs) for self-programmed scripts or
applications, WebCFG leads the way. With the help of such user interfaces, staff members can
quickly and easily influence the way IT solutions simplify the mundane, repetitively tedious
processes of their work. "In the age of Windows Vista™, MacOS X™ and Ajax, users are spoiled
because they are accustomed to the visual simplicity of current graphical interfaces. Being
confronted with complicated, non-intuitive command lines is not acceptable for them",
Schwager emphasizes. In short, WebCFG simplifies by reducing processes, saving your
company time and money.
WebCFG can be downloaded at www.webfg.com. A basic, free-of-charge version is also
available for 30-day trials.
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